On line clinker analysis - Some benefits of free
lime and sulphur contents monitoring
1. Introduction
On line analysers
cement factories.

(1)

are, since about a decade, becoming a break through solution for

An explanation to this success could be that this technology, when compared to its
alternative for an automated process control (i.e. centralised laboratory with sampling
station, automatic transport to the laboratory, sample preparation and analysis in the
laboratory), combines several interesting advantages, the main ones being:
- A higher frequency of analysis (typically by a factor 5)
- A cost efficient solution thanks to:
o simpler layout and installation
o less complicated automation network and software package
o lower operating costs
- Independence of the different systems: when several analysers are used along the
process line, they are usually not connected and will not interact with each other,
each system being dedicated to its specific location. From maintenance or
troubleshooting point of view, this analyser’s independency can be of great
interest.
In some cases, for a single point of control, analysers are nevertheless combined
together bringing interest to a higher level by enabling a deeper and more accurate look
into material chemistry.
As an illustration, this article will describe the benefits obtained in a French Holcim plant
when installing two different on line clinker analysers: one for free lime monitoring, the
other being for sulphur.
(1) Some would say “At line analysers”, whatever the appropriate word is, in our conception this means: sampling system, short
distance transport if required and analyser installed locally along the process line as close as possible to the sampling point and
measuring samples at a high frequency

2. Free lime analyser
The first stage was to install an on line
free lime analyser in 2005 (configuration
shown in Fig.1) composed of a sampling
system for each of the two kilns, a
pneumatic short distance bulk transport
system which is linking each sampling
line to a single analyser located in a
turnkey shed.
Such an installation allowed the plant to
get a measurement every 20 minutes
alternatively on each kiln on a 24/7
basis.
Fig.1

Compared to the pre existing situation where one measurement was manually done
every 4 hours, the plant was able to get a more stable kiln operation and to avoid clinker
over burning on both lines.
This first stage in clinker optimisation led to a more reactive (Fig.2) and easier to grind
clinker (due to its smaller Alite crystals).
Fig.2
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3. Sulphur analyser
As a second step, several possibilities were evaluated in order to control the sulphur rate
in clinker. The first interest of such analysis lies in an environmental constraint: gaseous
sulphur (SO2) emissions at the chimney have to be below 50 mg/m3.
Moreover, due to its quarry, this plant was facing a problem of high alkalis content in its
raw mix (containing an average 0,17% of Na2O and 0,78% of K2O).
Those alkalis, potentially having a bad influence on concrete properties (unstable
rheological properties during processing but also mechanical properties after setting,
especially short term resistances), can be controlled by monitoring the sulphur rate in
clinker and adjusting the process accordingly (fuel type for instance).
The plant consequently decided in 2007 to install a
dedicated on line analyser in junction with the existing
free lime analyser. The ground clinker residues
evacuation system of the free lime analyser was
modified in order to reach the new Sulphur analyser
and the configuration became as shown in Fig.3.
Since then, clinker is sampled every 20 minutes
alternatively in each of the two grate coolers and sent
to both free lime and sulphur analysers.

Fig.3

4. Aluminate crystallographic structure
Once in the kiln, alkalis (from the quarry) combine with sulphur (released by the fuel
under its oxidised form SO3) to form alkaline sulphates (typically Na2SO4 and K2SO4),
which lead to two different specific crystallographic Aluminate structures depending on
the sulphur over alkalis ratio.

By monitoring this ratio, it is thus possible to favour one structure over the other.
The Aluminate crystals structure can indeed be:
- Orthorhombic (Fig. 4) when clinker sulphur rate is not optimised
In that case, alkalis will not be completely “trapped” into alkaline sulphates and
consequently will be inserted into Aluminate crystals leading to its orthorhombic
structure
- Cubic (Fig. 5) when clinker sulphur rate is optimised
In that case, alkalis will be completely “trapped” into alkaline sulphates and will
consequently not be inserted into Aluminate crystals leading to its cubic structure
Fig.4

Fig.5

Aluminate crystals structure will have the hereafter described influence during hydration.

5. Ettringite formation during hydration
During the early stage of cement paste hydration process, Aluminate will almost
immediately combine with sulphates and calcium to form Ettringite (2) (that will later on
slowly transform into hydrated Aluminates) that is responsible for concrete short term
resistances.
Ettringite crystals can exist under two different structures:
- Rod
- Shell
(2) Ettringite = C3A 3CaSO 32H O
4

2

Rod like
Ettringite
crystals

Shell like Ettringite crystals will be formed provided that:
1. Sulphates, Calcium and Aluminate have the same level of high reactivity (that can
be defined as fast ability to dissolve & combine) and thus are immediately
available to combine together
2. Sulphates, Calcium and Aluminate are in the right proportions
3. pH is high enough (>13)

Shell
Ettringite
structure

Fig.6

Free lime

These requirements are met when (Fig.6):
1. Sulphates are brought by clinker alkaline sulphates which have a higher reactivity
compared to sulphates brought by hemi hydrate, gypsum or anhydrite
AND

Calcium is brought by hemi hydrate or free lime which both have a higher reactivity
compared to gypsum, anhydrite or Alite (calcium langbeinite reactivity would place
it in second position but it is not always present in clinker)
AND

Aluminate crystals are arranged according to cubic pattern. Indeed, the reactivity
of Aluminate depends on several factors (impurities, crystal size, cement fineness,
etc.) but its crystallographic structure plays a prominent role: a cubic structure will
give a more reactive Aluminate
2. Raw mix composition is stabilised, sulphur rate in clinker is monitored on line and
gypsum additive is fed at a consistent rate
3. A free lime value stabilised around 1,5 will give the required high pH to cement
paste
In short, a cubic Aluminate will favour, together with the above mentioned parameters
being under control, the formation of shell like Ettringite crystals

6. Benefits of Ettringite shell structure
This specific structure of Ettringite is to be favoured in order to counterbalance the
following phenomenon.
During hydration process, Aluminate, on one hand forming Ettringite, also combines on
the other hand with water and lime into hydrated calcium aluminate (C4AHn). This
hydrate will potentially cause:
- a “flash setting” leading to a cement paste that cannot be processed properly
- a disruption of Silicates hydration and consequently a severe drop in mechanical
resistances
These reactions happen instantaneously and the antidote to prevent such reactions is
shell like Ettringite structure that will kind of neutralize Aluminate crystals by forming leak
tight shells around them and so make sure that little hydrated calcium aluminate is
formed.

When shell Ettringite structure is present, Silicates will be able to hydrate normally and
give the required elevated mechanical resistances.

7. Results
With the on line monitoring of free lime and sulphur rates in clinker, the plant was able to
adjust the sulphur to alkalis ratio and finally to get rid of its cement hydration disruptions,
that were previously leading to problems during processing (unstable and especially too
long setting times) and to low short term resistances (aspect problems after casting). This
resulted in:
1. An increase of short term resistance of Portland cement by some 20% (Fig. 7),
which consequently allowed to reduce its required fineness (Fig. 8) and thus to
increase the throughput in the cement mills. This led to savings on the grinding
operation estimated to 120 k€/year

Fig.7
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Fig.8

Sulphur/Alkalis ratio

2. A better classification of the clinker in two silos (for Portland cement or Composed
cements with slag) depending on its free lime and sulphur rates
3. The use of a consistent rate of gypsum in cement mill (5 %) whereas before it had
to be adjusted from 4 to 6 %
4. The adjustment of the kind of fuel (containing + or – Sulphur) depending on both
the sulphur rate in clinker and the SO2 analysis at the chimney
5. Above all, the real satisfaction of their customers, as non conformities were since
then never reported.
6.
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